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Abstract. The ongoing digital transformation shapes the world of information 
discovery and dissemination for investment decisions. Social investment 
platforms offer the possibility for non-professionals to publish financial analyst 
reports on company development and earnings forecast and give investment 
recommendations similar to those provided by traditional sell-side analysts. This 
phenomenon of “crowd analyst reports” has been found to provide an adequate 
alternative for non-professional investors. In this study, we examine the 
informational value of these crowd analyst reports regarding their timeliness in 
publishing and their originality as for content and opinion. Our findings suggest 
that crowd analysts strongly rely on previously published institutional reports. 
Therefore, crowd analysts do not pose a threat to institutional analysts at this 
time, however, they provide a more accessible information basis and improve 
decision-making for individual investors. 

Keywords: Social Investment Platforms, Social Media, Crowd Analysts, 
Financial Analysts, Natural Language Processing. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we examine the information dissemination role of financial analyst reports 
made available by non-professional “crowd” analysts on social investment platforms 

compared to institutional reports, issued by professional sell-side financial analysts. 
The number of crowd analyst reports has increased in recent years and research has 
only just started to investigate these information intermediaries [1-3]. We investigate 
how content and expressed opinion of crowd and institutional analyst reports are related 
to each other. We also investigate to what extent and how fast both report types 
incorporate up-to-date information. 

The emergence of crowd analysts is a relatively new phenomenon, creating 
“additional content that adds to or otherwise affects the information content of firm 
disclosures […] as a result of changes in technology and the media” [4]. Their analyses 
are made available to other market participants via social investment platforms. These 
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platforms allow crowd analysts to publish their reports, analyses, interpretations, or 
recommendations. In contrast to institutional analyst reports, the information published 
on these platforms is also available to non-professional investors who cannot afford 
institutional reports, as subscriptions often cost several thousand dollars per user [5-7].  

We therefore ask the following overall research question: What is the role of crowd 
analysts within the market of financial information intermediaries? Previous studies 
have come to different conclusions on this question. While Drake et al. [8] see crowd 
analysts as a threat to the business of institutional analysts, Kommel et al. [9] cannot 
confirm this. In contrast to these prior studies, our study examines both kinds of reports 
(institutional and crowd) on a textual level. This will allow us to gain a deeper insight 
into the kind of content these two report types bring to the market. This sheds light on 
the informational contribution crowd reports can provide for investors. With this study, 
we also contribute to the literature of the changing environment of financial analysts in 
general, as crowd analysts emerge as a new phenomenon in the age of social media and 
platform services. 

We analyze 7,836 company-related analyst reports from a social investment platform 
of all companies listed in the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) between 2015 and 
2019. These reports are compared to 24,606 institutional reports for the same 
companies and time period. Further, we use 730 conference call (CC) transcripts of 
these companies to identify important news keywords discussed in the CCs and 
examine whether institutional and crowd analysts took up these keywords. For 
examining similarities between the institutional and crowd analyst reports, we use TF-
IDF-based cosine similarity [10]. Our empirical results show that crowd analysts 
provide similar information as institutional analysts, however, with a time lag of a few 
days. 

This paper is structured as follows: Firstly, we provide a theoretical background on 
traditional financial analysts and crowd analysts. Based on this, we develop research 
questions and hypotheses and explain the methodological background. This is followed 
by a description of the dataset and its pre-processing. A detailed description of our 
analysis and our empirical results are presented afterward. Within the discussion 
section, we provide further interpretations of our results. The paper closes with a 
conclusion and an outline of possible directions for future research.  

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Institutional Analysts 

According to New Institutional Economics, the existence of financial analysts is 
justified by the demand of information intermediaries reducing information 
asymmetries between market participants, precisely between managers possessing 
insider information and investors without access to this information [11], [12]. The role 
of traditional financial analysts has been examined in depth by existing literature. In 
their role as information intermediaries, they create information by discovery and 
interpretation. They reduce the asymmetry by dissminating information, thus making it 



   
 

   
 

available to (potential) investors and reducing information asymmetry  [13-15]. This 
role is particularly relevant at times when companies publish financial earnings and it 
reduces the time to information incorporation at the financial markets, which in turn 
improves market efficiency [13], [14], [16]. Sell-side institutional analysts are often 
employed in brokerage firms, research institutes, or investment banks. Brokerage firms 
and research institutes are usually commissioned to produce analyst reports [17].  

Institutional analyst reports are characterized by analyzing information on the 
financial and earnings position of companies and macro- and microeconomic factors 
and pass on information interpretations in order to facilitate better decisions [18]. 
Assumingly, financial analysts have privileged access to non-public company 
information, why their information is considered particularly relevant [14]. A 
traditional analyst report contains an earnings forecast, a stock price target, and a 
recommendation about buying, holding or selling the financial instrument, as well as 
arguments to support the recommendation [18]. A substantial share of all analyst 
reports is published in direct conjunction or shortly after a firm’s CC, often adopting 
and disseminating the CCs’ content and providing a related interpretation [19]. CCs are 
quarterly meetings of the firm’s management and analysts to discuss the firm's 
development and answer questions of analysts. 

2.2 Crowd Analysts 

Similar to institutional analyst reports, crowd analyst reports usually provide investors 
with an earnings forecast and a recommendation about the company’s stock, fulfilling 
an information dissemination role [3]. The main difference to traditional analyst reports 
lies in the audience, that are, mainly private investors. Most of the analysts providing 
reports on investment platforms are non-professionals. The author collective of social 
investment platforms also contains investment professionals and experienced 
individuals from the financial sector conducting the research in their free time [20]. 

In recent years, the literature has started to investigate the phenomenon of crowd 
analysts. Chen et al. [1] find that non-institutional crowd analyst reports can be used to 
predict stock price developments and earnings surprises. Similar results can be found 
for the crowd’s earnings forecasts, even stronger when the contributing crowd is larger 
[2]. The existence of crowd reports also helps investors to mitigate a negative bias in 
institutional reports, improving the prediction of earnings surprises [21]. A recent study 
supports the growing relevance of crowd analyst, finding that bearish recommendations 
provide more accurate stock price prediction than recommendations in traditional 
analyst reports [3]. Campbell et al. [22] find that stock markets react with a price 
increase to articles with a positive tone, indicating their credibility. Farrell et al. [6] 
focus on the benefit for individual investors, that are provided with more and accessible 
information through the social investment platform, decreasing the information 
advantage compared to professionals, while liquidity on financial markets increases. 
This aspect can be supported by easier readability of crowd reports that at the same time 
provide a higher information density, potentially leading to lower costs of information 
processing [23]. Another strand of literature has examined the relationship between 
crowd analysts and institutional analysts. Crowd analysts and their confirmed effect on 



   
 

   
 

the accessibility of information to non-institutional investors have the potential of 
disciplining traditional analysts by lowering the incentive to publish pessimistic and 
too conservative short-term earnings forecasts [24]. The authors find the forecasts being 
more optimistic yet accurate. They also find crowd earnings forecast to be published 
much later than earnings forecast from their institutional peers. Drake et al. [8] 
investigate crowd analyst reports and their findings suggest a competitive threat 
through pre-empting traditional analysts’ reports.  

2.3 Research Question and Hypothesis Development 

In the previous literature on crowd analysts, the main focus is dedicated to the 
evaluation of crowd analyst reports’ accuracy and performance [1], [3]. Comparative 
studies that consider institutional and crowd analyst reports are rare and provide mixed 
evidence [8], [9]. These studies essentially compare the sentiment of crowd analyst 
reports with price forecasts from analyst databases (e.g., I/B/E/S). However, these 
studies cannot determine what information is provided by these groups of analysts and 
to what extent interdependencies exist between these groups in content and expressed 
opinion. Comparing crowd analysts and institutional analyst on a textual level has not 
been extensively covered in research. To close this gap, we compare the text contents 
provided by them. This is crucial for a better understanding of the role of crowd analysts 
in relation to their professional peers. Because after all, it is the text that analysts use to 
communicate their findings to the capital market. 

To answer our overall research question, we split it into two sub-questions. As 
analysts function as information intermediaries and information discovery is one of 
their primary roles [19], the timely supply of relevant information to investors has to 
be fulfilled. This leads to RQ1.  

RQ1: How does the capability of timely information discovery, creation and 
dissemination distinguish between institutional and crowd analysts? 

Besides reporting in a timely manner, reporting new information is another element of 
the information discovery role, leading to RQ2: 

RQ2: To what extent do institutional and crowd analysts provide related content and 
similar opinions? 

Aspects such as a possible closer relationship to firm management and greater resources 
regarding financials and information processing possibilities establish a privileged 
access on the side of institutional analysts [19], [25], [26]. We assume that institutional 
analysts can analyze and publish new information faster than crowd analysts and 
therefore, contribute more to the reduction of information asymmetry. These 
advantages would justify the existence of institutional analysts in the context of New 
Institutional Economics [12], even though low-priced or free alternatives are made 
available by crowd analysts. We assume the topicality of institutional analyst reports to 
be higher and formulate the following hypothesis addressing RQ1. 

H1: Institutional analysts provide more topical information to investors compared 
to crowd analysts. 

Regarding RQ2 we assume a high degree of similarity in content and opinion between 
reports of crowd and institutional analysts. However, we assume that crowd reports are 



   
 

   
 

more related to preceding institutional reports than institutional reports to preceding 
crowd reports. As crowd analysts have fewer resources for information retrieval and 
information processing compared to their professional peers mostly employed by 
international brokerage companies, they have a strong incentive to rely stronger on the 
research conducted by institutional analysts and, therefore, disregard their own content 
and opinions. 

H2.1: The originality of crowd reports content is lower than that of institutional 
reports. 
H2.2: The originality of crowd reports opinion is lower than that of institutional 
reports. 

3 Research Methodology 

To compare the similarity of the reports’ content, we use cosine similarity as a widely 
used approach in accounting and finance contexts to analyze documents of financial 
communication, e.g., analyst reports [27], financial product descriptions [28] or annual 
reports [29]. We apply this measure on a TF-IDF (term frequency – inverse document 
frequency) document representation [30]. The cosine similarity (1) is calculated 
between the word vectors A and B for each document pair. The cosine similarity is a 
measure for the angle between the vectors A and B [31]. The score can take a value 
between 0 and 1, while a high similarity score indicates a higher similarity between the 
two documents. The cosine similarity is especially useful for the comparison of sparse 
vectors (vectors containing many zero values) because it is robust against the extension 
of vectors by more zero values [31]. Since vectors of a term-document-matrix are 
typically very sparse, the cosine similarity is suitable for our application. The 
combination of cosine similarity and TF-IDF has proven to be a good measure for 
detecting documents containing new information in the area of novelty detection [32]. 
Since we are confronted with a very similar problem, we apply this measure. 

Cosine Similarity (A, B) =  
Cross product (A, B)

√Cross Product(A) ∗ Cross Product(B)
 (1) 

To evaluate the opinion addressed within the reports, we use sentiment. In the context 
of finance and accounting research, measuring the sentiment provides insights on how 
the author of a document perceives corporate information such as financial news [33], 
annual reports [34], or analyst reports [35]. We use a dictionary-based approach, 
assigning each word within a document a positive, negative, or neutral connotation 
[36]. We apply the Loughran/McDonald positive and negative word lists developed for 
finance-related documents [37]. The sentiment score of a document can take a value 
between –1 and 1. 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑛 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑛 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 (2) 



   
 

   
 

4 Dataset and Descriptive Statistics 

Our dataset is compiled from three sources. Institutional analyst reports as well as CC 
transcripts are obtained from Refinitiv Thomson ONE and the crowd analyst reports 
are from an online platform providing crowd equity research. The observation period 
of four years ranges from 07-01-2015 to 06-30-2019. To ensure that the observed 
companies are sufficiently covered by both professional and crowd analysts, we have 
selected the 31 companies that have been a constituent of the DJIA during our 
observation period as a sample. Our sample consists of 24,606 institutional and 7,836 
crowd analyst reports written in the English language. Only reports are selected that 
cover one individual company exclusively. We consider the transcripts of 482 CCs that 
took place during the observation period. In addition, 248 CC transcripts taking place 
before the start of our investigation period have been indirectly included in our analysis 
as reference transcripts (further outlines on this in the analysis section). 

To prepare the documents for further analysis, we apply standard pre-processing 
methods. We follow Huang et al. [19] and removed any boilerplate, disclaimer, tables 
and graphs from the analyst reports. From conference call transcripts we separately 
extract metadata (e.g., who is speaking) and content-related data (transcript of the 
spoken word). As the conference call transcripts have a clearly defined structure, i.e., 
the metadata and the actual content is consistently separated by the same text pattern, 
the separation between meta- and content-related data is done by applying a simple 
rule-based string processing. For all document types, we drop punctuation, figures, and 
non-ASCII characters and transform the text to lower case. Utilizing gensim phrase 
detection allows us to concatenate common multi-word expressions (e.g. cash flow -> 
cashflow). The text is tokenized to unigrams and then stemmed utilizing the Porter 
stemmer [38]. We further drop the respective company name and security ticker as well 
as stopwords (e.g. “and”, “the”), and words with one or two letters, as these words will 
most likely not add actual content. 

To get a better understanding of analysts’ information, we analyze their research 
output. In Figure 1, research output is plotted against the time relative to the companies’ 

CC. The left plot is showing the number of reports, whereas the right plot is showing 
their length. Huang et al. [19] highlight the importance of CCs for institutional analysts. 
They found that most reports are published on the (following) day of the companies’ 

CC. Our data confirm this observation. For crowd analysts, we see a similar pattern. 
However, the timeframe of increased publication activity is considerably broader. As 
the research output of institutional analysts drops to the normal level only four days 
after the CC, we observe increased publication activity until ten days after the CC for 
crowd analysts. Furthermore, the crowd analysts are less focused on the CC, as they 
publish relatively more reports between CCs than professional analysts. 

The evidence from report length (after described removal of boilerplate and 
disclaimer) shows the inverted case. Reports published close to the CC are considerably 
shorter than reports published between conference calls. This effect is stronger for 
institutional reports, which are longer in general. This finding is less surprising, as 
analysts, that want to publish their reports on the day of the CC, are faced with notable 
time constraints. 



   
 

   
 

  

Figure 1. Publication pattern and report length around CCs 

5 Analysis 

5.1 Information Topicality 

To answer RQ1, we first have to identify analyst specific news. One approach would 
be to use public news streams and filter for news related to the corresponding company. 
This would give us a comprehensive collection of news, but it would not tell us whether 
a certain news item is important for shareholders, and thus for analysts. We would also 
oversee news, which might have an impact on the company but where the company 
name is not mentioned in the news article (e.g., macroeconomic or political events). 

To overcome this issue, we chose an indirect approach to extract relevant news. We 
compare the corpus of CCs and extract words that have been discussed substantially 
within a CC (mentioned five times or more) but were not mentioned within the last 
eight CCs (two years). The CCs are usually held in the context of quarterly financial 
reports [39]. These words could either describe news that emerged between the current 
and the last CC or new information that is just released by the management. The last 
eight CCs were chosen to get a reference corpus that is comprehensive enough to filter 
words usually discussed within a CC. For this reason, we also used the transcripts of 
CCs conducted prior to the observation period’s beginning. As the timeframe of the 

reference corpus ranges over two years, seasonal influences are prevented. The 
threshold of five mentions for the extracted keyword was determined after a manual 
review of the keyword lists. A low threshold results, especially in the extraction of 
misspelled words, whereas a higher threshold leads to important news being 
overlooked. A threshold of five balanced out these effects quite well. We also ran the 
analysis with different thresholds and the results remained robust. 

To get a better understanding of the nature of the extracted keywords, we provide an 
example. From Apple’s CC on the 1st of August 2017 the keyword “ARKit” was 

extracted, which referred to a platform for developing augmented reality applications 
previously announced by Apple during their 2017 developer conference on the 5th of 
June 2017. During the CC the ARKit was mentioned within the presentation and 
discussion section. 



   
 

   
 

We only consider CCs happening from 12-31-2015 onwards (N=421) to ensure that 
enough reports being observed before the respective CC. However, our results remain 
stable when considering all CCs. For 264 (62,71%) of the remaining CCs we could 
identify at least one keyword. We assigned analyst reports to these CCs that cover the 
same company and have been published within a timeframe of 360 days around the CC. 
A single report might be assigned to multiple CCs. For each assignment, we checked 
whether the report contains at least one extracted keyword. If so, we labeled the specific 
CC/report combination as news adapted. 

In Figure 2, the proportion of report/CC combinations with existing news adoption 
is plotted against the time difference of CC and report. For clarity, the plotted data is 
aggregated on a weekly interval. The solid vertical line indicates the CC the keyword 
was extracted from. Just after the previous CC (dashed-dotted vertical line) the adoption 
of these words into the reports increases, as the news start to become public. 
 

Figure 2. News adoption of crowd and institutional analysts 

This is identical to the presented example, as Apple’s ARKit was announced before the 
CC where it was discussed. The spread in news adoption between institutional and 
crowd analysts widens, as the institutional analysts are more likely to cover the news.  

For the reports published during the day of the CC (solid vertical line) and the 
following six days, we see that news adoption for institutional reports peaked (29.47%). 
During this time period of highest analyst output, only 13.55% of the published crowd 
analyst reports covered the extracted news keywords. 𝜒² test proves this difference to 
be highly significant (p<0.001). Crowd reports only reach their maximum news 
adoption in the second week after the CC (18.47%). 

The results clearly show that institutional analysts can filter relevant news even 
before the CC from the continuous news stream to a greater extent than crowd analysts. 
This allows them to awaken investors’ awareness regarding these topics, whereas 
crowd analysts take considerably longer and only reach their maximum news 
adaptation more than one week after the topic has already been discussed in the CC. 
However, the news adoption is by then still significantly lower than for institutional 
analysts before. This result corroborates H1 and further shows that institutional analysts 
satisfy their task of information discovery [19] better than crowd analysts. 



   
 

   
 

5.2 Information and Opinion Originality 

To evaluate the extent, crowd analysts provide similar information and opinion as 
institutional analysts and vice versa (RQ2), we compare each report with all reports of 
the opposing group published within a tight timeframe. To implement this approach, 
we build report pairs consisting of one institutional and one crowd analyst report as 
shown in Figure 3. Thereby, only pairs are formed that were published within the 
𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙. The length of the 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 has to be specified. The cosine 
similarity (1) between the TF-IDF vectors of paired reports is calculated. For the 
similarity analysis, we reduce our feature set by excluding words occurring in more 
than 90% or less than 0.02% of all corpus documents. These cutoffs are useful to extract 
only words with high information content [40]. The upper cutoff of 90% is applied to 
exclude very frequent words that do not add information to the text but are not already 
filtered out as stopwords. The lower cutoff of 0.02% (equivalent to six reports) filters 
especially wrong spelled words.  

 

Figure 3. Building of report pairs 

The sample of report pairs is divided into pairs with preceding institutional and 
preceding crowd reports. Within each subsample, we group the pairs by their time 
difference (number of days between publication of paired reports). For each group, the 
mean cosine similarity was calculated and plotted in Figure 4. The error bars indicate 
the 95% confidence interval of means. The highest similarity can be observed for same-
day report pairs, which is not surprising. For this kind of report pairs, we cannot 
determine whether the institutional or the crowd report is proceeding. When looking at 
pairs with a time difference of one day or more, we observe an interesting pattern. For 
pairs with preceding crowd report (dashed line) we observe a steep decline in similarity 
just from the time difference of one day. However, if the institutional report was 
published first, the similarity remains relatively high up to a time difference of five 
days. For report pairs with larger time differences, the similarities of both groups are 
aligned again, and the effect is strongly reduced. This indicates that crowd reports tend 
to refer more to institutional reports than vice versa. 



   
 

   
 

 

Figure 4. Originality of content 

In order to deepen this analysis, we look at all report pairs together, which have a time 
difference between one and ten days (𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑙: [-10;-1 & +1;+10]). Report 
pairs published on the same day cannot be considered, as it is not possible to determine 
which report was published first. As already discussed and derived from Figure 4, it is 
inappropriate to include report pairs with very long time differences as the effect is 
mainly observed between report pairs with a few days time difference. When 
combining all these report pairs as mentioned above, we get 71,011 report pairs with 
preceding institutional and 54,807 pairs with preceding crowd report. The mean cosine 
similarity across pairs with preceding institutional (crowd) report is 0.1684 (0.1585). 
The delta of 0.0099 is highly significant (p<0.001). This gives evidence for H2.1 being 
institutional analyst reports more original in content than their non-professional peers. 
To provide an intuition for the absolute level of cosine similarity of 0.1684 and 0.1585 
respectively, we compare it to the average similarity of report pairs within each report 
type (crowd and institutional). For crowd (institutional) reports the cosine similarity 
amounts to 0.2301 (0.2206). We already discussed the importance of the CC. To refine 
our analysis, we divide our sample into pairs published close to the CC (CC-timeframe: 
ranges ten days prior to ten days past the CC) and pairs published outside of this interval 
(Non-CC-timeframe). Pairs extending over both timeframes are excluded. Within the 
CC-timeframe, we observe an overall higher similarity (Table 1). This is not surprising, 
as the CC expose both groups to similar information.1 The delta between the groups 
(inst. preceding / crowd preceding) is however 96% larger during Non-CC-timeframes. 
This indicates that crowd analysts make relatively greater use of information from their 
institutional peers in times of low information density. 

                                                           
1  The strong influence of the conference call on the content of the reports is also evident when 

calculating the average similarity between the reports and the conference call transcript for 
this period. Pairings between conference calls and crowd reports show a similarity of 0.2706 
whereas the pairings between conference calls and institutional reports show similarities of 
0.2912. These values are higher than the similarity between crowd and institutional reports. 



   
 

   
 

Table 1. Cosine similarity between different group report pairs  
 

Sample Group Cosine similarity N 

Overall 
Inst. preceding 0.1684 71,011 
Crowd preceding 0.1585 54,807 
     Delta 0.0099***  

CC-timeframe 
Inst. preceding 0.1711 44,615 
Crowd preceding 0.1643 30,493 
     Delta 0.0068***  

Non-CC-timeframe 
Inst. preceding 0.1651 22,555 
Crowd preceding 0.1518 19,813 
     Delta 0.0133***  

*** p <0.001    

In addition to the comparison of content, we also compare the authors’ opinions 
expressed within the document. Based on the finance-related sentiment dictionary of 
Loughran and McDonald [37], we count the number of positive and negative words 
within each document and calculate the documents’ sentiment polarity by applying (2). 
On average, we observe a more positive sentiment of institutional reports (mean 
polarity: +0.017) compared to crowd reports (mean polarity: -0.060). This finding is in 
line with the comprehensive literature on institutional analyst optimism [41]. 

We use the same matching applied for content comparison. To evaluate whether both 
analyst groups have a similar opinion regarding a specific company during a specific 
point in time, we calculate the Pearson correlation between the sentiment polarities of 
matched reports. We find a highly significant positive correlation between the 
sentiment polarity of crowd and institutional reports for all subsections (Table 2). Since 
we are interested in whether the institutional analysts or crowd analysts are opinion 
leaders, we examine the correlation coefficients’ delta. Overall, pairs with preceding 

institutional reports have a significantly higher correlation, indicating institutional 
analysts to be opinion leaders. We apply Fisher-𝑧 transformation to evaluate the 
significance of the difference in correlation coefficients. 

Conversely to the adaptation of content, we recognize that crowd analysts might be 
especially influenced by the opinion of institutional analysts during the CC timeframe. 
During this timeframe, the correlation coefficient is 57.1% higher for pairs with a 
preceding institutional report (0.1904) compared to pairs with a preceding crowd report 
(0.1212). Outside of the CC timeframe, we observe only a small, insignificant delta in 
favor of the professional analysts. To make sure that the result from CC-timeframe is 
not purely driven by the sentiment conveyed within the CC, we controlled for the CC’s 



   
 

   
 

sentiment polarity by applying partial correlation [42].2 Our results remain robust and 
the delta of the correlation coefficients during the CC time span remains significantly 
positive. Moreover, the adaptation of the opinion from the CC is significantly higher 
for institutional analysts (r=0.2374) than for crowd analysts (r=0.0635). These values 
are not based on the report-to-report pairing used above but by mapping the reports 
from within the CC-timeframe against the corresponding CC. If only reports published 
after the CC are considered, the correlation for crowd reports increased slightly but the 
correlation of institutional reports is remaining the same. 

Table 2. Correlation of sentiment polarity between different group report pairs  
 

Sample Group Correlation 
(Pearson) 

Partial 
correlation† N 

Overall 
Inst. preceding 0.1646***  71,011 
Crowd preceding 0.1087***  54,807 
     Delta 0.0559***   

CC-
timeframe 

Inst. preceding 0.1904*** 0.1680*** 44,615 
Crowd preceding 0.1212*** 0.1220*** 30,493 
     Delta 0.0692*** 0.0460***  

Non-CC-
timeframe 

Inst. preceding 0.1065***  22,555 
Crowd preceding 0.0924***  19,813 
     Delta 0.0141   

*** p <0.001 † Partial correlation controls for the sentiment of the CC. 

Our results suggest that the opinion of institutional analysts might influence crowd 
analysts during times of high information density. Thus, we can confirm H2.2 for the 
timeframe of the CC. During times of low information density, they rather form their 
own opinion. This is in line with the Social Impact Theory proposed by Latané [43], 
which states that the crowd size is positively related to crowd influence. The evidence 
of low adoption of CC sentiment by crowd analysts compared to institutional analysts 
can be attributed to the fact that the extraction of information from an analyst report 
appears to be much easier than the information processing of a CC transcript. 

6 Discussion 

Our results clearly show that institutional analysts are still intermediaries ensuring the 
timely publishing of new information. These findings are in line with Jame et al. [24], 
finding a delay of crowdsourced earnings forecasts. Crowd reports lack significantly in 
the timely provision of relevant news. This indicates the high relevance of institutional 

                                                           
2  The correlation of the sentiment scores of the paired institutional and crowd reports is 

calculated after the influence of the sentiment from the conference call is eliminated from both 
variables. The partial correlation can be implemented by regressing the sentiment scores first 
from the crowd and second from the institutional reports against the conference call sentiment 
and then calculating the correlation between the residuals of these two regressions. 



   
 

   
 

analysts for information dissemination, reduction of information asymmetry, and 
ensuring efficiency on capital markets. Not only do the results show a timelier adoption 
of news from the CC, but also the capability to identify relevant information before a 
CC. For crowd analysts the adoption of news is significantly lower, relevant 
information is reported later after it was already confirmed within the CC. Therefore, 
institutional analysts fulfill the function of information discovery [19] better than crowd 
analysts. To answer our first research question, it is apparent that crowd analysts take 
more time than institutional analysts to fulfill the information dissemination function. 
A reason can be the lack of resources, such as time and accessibility, or delayed quality 
control mechanisms of the platforms in opposition to institutional providers that aim to 
publish their services as soon as possible, while institutional analysts receive privileged 
access to information. A potential disrupting influence towards the financial analyst 
business cannot be confirmed in the question of timeliness.  

Addressing the second research question on originality of content, cosine similarity 
results suggest that crowd reports provide similar information as preceding institutional 
reports significantly more than institutional reports to preceding crowd reports within 
a short timeframe of ten days. The ratio converges for longer timeframes. Referring to 
the analysis on timeliness of the reports, the results hint to crowd analyst reports not 
only being delayed in adopting and disseminating information but also relying on 
institutional analyst reports as an information basis. The division into two timeframes 
shows that this effect is lower during times of the CC and higher between CCs. In times 
of low information density when the firms provide no information, crowd analysts rely 
more on institutional analysts than in high information density times. Lower 
information availability outside of CC timeframes leads to higher costs of information 
procurement, incentivizing crowd analysts with fewer resources to rely on content 
previously created by institutional analysts. 

Examining the opinion through sentiment polarities, we find that both crowd and 
institutional analysts adopt the sentiment of the CC to a large extent. This effect is 
stronger for institutional analysts. A reason may lie in the possibility of institutional 
analysts attending the CCs and contribute to shaping the opinion [44]. Not only in 
content but also in opinion, we observe crowd analysts adopting the interpretational 
tone of institutional analysts. This result is strong for the high information density 
timeframe. Interestingly, this observation cannot be made in times of low information 
density, indicating the creation of original opinions by crowd analysts. Another reason 
can also be attributed to the fact that information extraction from analyst reports appears 
to be easier than from CC transcripts. Our findings clearly show that institutional 
investors are still leading in content and opinion compared to crowd analysts, even 
though lower-priced or free alternatives are available to investors. This justifies the 
existence of institutional analysts in the context of New Institutional Economics [12].  

Our study is subject to some limitations. To ensure appropriate coverage among 
crowd analysts and institutional analysts on the sample companies, we are restricted to 
an equity index with a rather small number of companies. We use a TD-IDF document 
representation to apply cosine similarity analysis on analyst reports. Other document 
representation, especially topic models, might enhance interpretability and add further 
assumptions and complexity to the analysis. Alternatively, mean word embeddings 



   
 

   
 

(e.g., word2vec or GloVe) or document embeddings (e.g., doc2vec) could be used as 
text representation. As a robustness check, we performed our analyses using meaned 
word embeddings based on pre-trained GloVe embeddings [45]. Thereby each 
document is represented by a 300-dimensional vector. The basic structure of the results 
remains stable.3 The advantage of word embeddings is that the semantic similarity of 
different words is considered. In the area of novelty detection, however, the loss of 
word specificity in word embeddings based measures leads to underperformance 
compared to TF-IDF-based similarity measures on novelty detection tasks [46]. 
Numerous alternatives to the cosine similarity are available, but this measure’s 

effectiveness has been demonstrated in practical applications despite its limited 
theoretical foundation. Moreover, it is less sensitive to document length than, for 
example, the Manhattan distance [32]. For this reason, we consider it appropriate to 
calculate the similarity of documents based on TF-IDF in combination with cosine 
similarity. 

For the sentiment analysis, we decided to use a dictionary approach designed for 
financial contexts, widely used in analyst report research. It has no need for labeling 
that could be affected by the subjective opinions of the person conducting the labeling. 
However, for text mining in analyst reports, other approaches such as a naïve Bayes 
approach have been assessed as more accurate [35]. Furthermore, we cannot rule out 
the possibility that professional analysts are also enrolled on the equity research online 
platform and we, therefore, allocate institutional analysts’ ability to a certain extent to 

the abilities of crowd analysts. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we examine the information dissemination role of financial analyst reports 
made available by non-professional “crowd” analysts on social investment platforms 
compared to institutional reports issued by traditional financial analysts. In recent years, 
the number of institutional analysts is decreasing [47], whereas platform business 
models and social media are constantly growing. Non-institutional analyst reports are 
available for a wider range of market participants, especially individual investors, and 
therefore allowing a better basis for decision-making in financial markets. We examine 
institutional and crowd reports from 2015 to 2019 concerning their capability of 
dissemination new information derived from CCs and their similarity to each other. We 
find that institutional analysts are faster in disseminating news and relevant 
information. Leading in topicality, institutional analysts mainly use CCs for their 
analysis, while crowd analysts tend to rely on institutional analyst reports as an 
information source. This effect is more pronounced in times of a low information 
density between CCs. We also find that crowd analysts are influenced by the opinion 
expressed in institutional analyst reports during the time of the CC. In times of low 
information density, they disseminate a more individual opinion. 

                                                           
3  The results of the sensitivity check are not included into this document but are available upon 

request. 



   
 

   
 

Our study provides evidence on the role of crowd analysts. First of all, findings on a 
more topical news adoption from institutional analysts (RQ1) indicate possible 
incentives for crowd analysts to follow the content and opinion of institutional analysts 
rather than conducting their own research. This presumption is precisely confirmed 
when looking at the relation of content and opinion (RQ2) between crowd and 
institutional analysts. Since the observed delay is only a few days, this does not mean 
that crowd reports are worthless. Rather, it shows that the vehicle of crowd reports can 
provide information to investors that is otherwise only available to institutional 
investors with high research budgets. The delay might be less serious for investors with 
long-term investment horizons. For investors with high investment volumes and short-
term investment horizons, it seems reasonable to continue relying on expensive 
institutional reports despite the low-cost alternative of crowd reports. 

Our research contributes to the literature on the role of crowd analysts and the value 
they can provide to market participants through social investment platforms in contrast 
to institutional analysts. We also provide a deeper understanding of crowd analysts’ 

role within the capital market for individual investors, institutional analysts, researchers 
and regulators. Social investment platforms can use these results to derive measures on 
how to improve their information creation processes and objectives on how to become 
more independent from institutional business research. Crowd analysts should be 
encouraged to search for private information to create additional value for market 
participants. We also provide an approach on how to extract relevant keywords from 
documents such as CCs without requiring a topic modeling approach. The results 
indicate that even though crowd analysts currently do not pose a threat to the market 
position of traditional analysts, there is some potential to grow in relevance, especially 
for less sophisticated and non-institutional investors. Through better accessibility and 
easier information processing of crowd reports for market participants, crowd analysts 
might shape the market of business research in the future. 
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